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Shark In The Park
When David Shannon was five years old, he wrote and illustrated his first book. On every page
were these words: NO, DAVID! . . . and a picture of David doing things he was not supposed to
do. Now David is all grown up. But some things never change. . . . Over fifteen years after its
initial publication, NO, DAVID! remains a perennial household favorite, delighting children,
parents, and teachers alike. David is a beloved character, whose unabashed good humor,
mischievous smile, and laughter-inducing antics underline the love parents have for their
children--even when they misbehave.
Jamboree is an exciting new resource to introduce the English language to young children. It
nurtures and extends their developing awareness of stories as well as of language learning,
and includes songs, rhymes, puppets and many play-based activities. It has been specifically
developed to encourage a love of stories and reading in young children, and to begin to
introduce the English language in an accessible and enjoyable way.
In this Caldecott Honor–winning picture book, The Twilight Zone comes to the carrot patch as a
rabbit fears his favorite treats are out to get him. Includes audio! Jasper Rabbit loves
carrots—especially Crackenhopper Field carrots. He eats them on the way to school. He eats
them going to Little League. He eats them walking home. Until the day the carrots start
following him...or are they? Celebrated artist Peter Brown’s stylish illustrations pair perfectly
with Aaron Reynold’s text in this hilarious picture book that shows it’s all fun and games…until
you get too greedy.
Shawn loves sharks. He loves their dark, blank eyes. He loves their big mouths full of sharp
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teeth. And he loves pretending to be a shark and chasing Stacy around the playground. Shawn
loves sharks more than anything else in the world. But Predator Day at school is on Monday
and Great White Shark isn't assigned to Shawn. It's assigned to...Stacy.
Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the park . . . Timothy Pope is blown this way
and that way in the windy park -- but among the whistling wind and blustering brollies could
that be a shark he spies through his telescope. Peep through the die-cut hole in the pages of
the book to find out. A third book in the bestselling Shark in the Park series -- it's fin-tastic fun!
Timothy Pope is looking out into the night with his telescope. Is that really a shark he can see?
Turn the page and find out . . . Children will delight in peeping through the die-cut holes and
guessing what Tim has spotted.
Shark in the ParkDoubleday Children's
Oh no, there's a shark in the park! Or is there? This is a revised edition of the old favourite,
with endearing Stephen Cartwright illustrations, and new rhyming text, specially written to
develop phonemic awareness. Helps young children learn to recognise the basic sounds that
make up the English language - vital for learning to read. Puzzles after the story consolidate
learning. Guidance notes for parents are included at the back of the book.

The Alden children are on vacation at an aquarium in Florida. The Boxcar Children will
feed the penguins, swim with dolphins, and come face-to-face with a great white shark!
The shark draws crowds and thrills the park's visitors. But the Aldens soon discover
that the shark is in danger—someone at the park wants it gone. The Boxcar Children are
determined to fish out the crook before it's too late for the shark.
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A funny picture book from the talented illustrator and writer Nick Sharratt, following
Timothy Pope on a trip through the park. Is that really a shark he can see? Turn the
page and find out . . .
A Little Golden Book based on a kid-favorite song! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Join
Baby Shark, Mama Shark, Daddy Shark, Grandma Shark, Grandpa Shark, and some
special underwater friends in this fun Little Golden Book based on the interactive song.
The youngest Baby Shark fans will love the bright, colorful illustrations and engaging,
repetitive text!
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and best-selling
cookbook author Deb Perelman knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most
special occasion—from salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to
savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe.
“Innovative, creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman loves to
cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s never even waitressed. Cooking in
her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first, for special occasions—and, too often, an
unnecessarily daunting venture. Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of
recipes available to her. Have you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on
Google? You’ll get more than three million results. Where do you start? What if you
pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor, and can-do spirit
her award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more than
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100 recipes—almost entirely new, plus a few favorites from the site—that guarantee
delicious results every time. Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color
photographs, The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable,
uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your favorite
vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up a sandwich;
cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll bookmark and use so
often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend who wants to impress her
new in-laws, and recipes with simple ingredients that yield amazing results in a
minimum amount of time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your
fear of cooking for a crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen.
From salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and
galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe Cake, Deb knows
just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion.
Amelia the shark is tired but she's not ready to sleep. In this fun bedtime book, a silly
shark explores the way other sea animals get ready for bed until she's finally ready to
say goodnight. From the author and illustrator of The Hungry Shark.
One day Pirate Pete was sailing the ocean, looking for adventure. Who do you think he
met? And what do you think he found? As the tale unfolds, you can choose from over
30 cut-outs to decide what happens next. Just slot the one you want into the picture
and create your own story.
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Timothy Pope, Timothy Pope looks again through his telescope. As snowflakes fall
without a sound, he looks left, he looks right, he looks all around. Wait, is that a
SHARK? Turn the page to find out, if you dare . . . With its funny rhyming text, die-cut
holes to peep through and a visit from Santa, this is a an irresistible adventure full of all
the magic of Christmas.
When Big Pig discovers a treasure map, she sets off to find a fortune. But will someone
else get there first? Find out in this delightful rhyming tale.
Will the flustered fish become saltwater snacks, or can they come up with a plan to teach the
mean, greedy shark a lesson he’ll never forget? With atmospheric underwater scenes and a
terrifically toothy villain, this captivating rhyming story is perfect for reading aloud.
Tremendously funny – with a biting twist!
Pup tells everyone at the park that he saw a shark in the pond.
Are you afraid of the Great White Shark? Why should you be or be not? The Great White
Shark is often portrayed as terrifying in movies. This book will enlighten your mind on what the
real nature of the Great Whites are. It will also include fantastic facts on all shark species. Go
ahead and read a copy of this book today!
Pup panics when he sees a shark in the lake, and proceeds to warn his friends Fat Cat, Big
Pig, and Sam Sheep.
The Shark in the Park by Mark Watson and Pablo Michau ""Highly original, imaginative and
thrilling."" ""The best illustrated children's book of 2014, hands down."" ""An old, old monster in
a supposedly safe environment, one familiar to all. A walk in the park will never be the same
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again." " ""A hit! A brave and brilliant hit! An immediate children's classic." " The air is misty,
bright and cool, the morning Michael walks to school. At the boundary of the park he waits,
nervously he hesitates. The day warms up, the sun shines down and Mike walks on, into town.
Gnarly branches, crook and tight, curl around the ghostly light. Suddenly he freezes, weak at
the knees, what is that swimming beneath the trees? Terrifying, funny, thrilling! This new,
beautifully illustrated children's book is available in paperback and digital versions. The Kindle
version includes links to exclusive interactive content. Hear 7-time Emmy award winner, ABC
News correspondent, and currently the host of Primetime: "What Would You Do?," John
Quinones read "The Shark in the Park" on youtube here... http: //goo.gl/WXPCi0 Enjoy, and
remember, it's just a story."
It's a shark! No wait, it's a dog! It's Shark Dog! From author-illustrator Ged Adamson comes the
funny and sweet story of Shark Dog: half shark, half dog, and a one-of-a-kind pet. Shark Dog is
no ordinary pet. Sometimes when he does dog things, he's more like a shark. And sometimes
when he does shark things, he's more like a dog. But when Shark Dog gets homesick, he
starts thinking maybe he belongs with the other shark dogs. Will he go back to Shark Dog
Island or decided to stay in his new home? With quirky and colorful art, Shark Dog! is perfect
for fans of such funny books as Hello, My Name Is Octicorn and The Adventures of Beekle.
Don’t shed a tear, 'cause there’s nothing to fear! Clark the Shark has a loose tooth and needs
to visit the dentist. But he's heard that the dentist is scarier than a box of blue whales! Uh-oh,
and oh no! Can Clark find a way to stay cool when it comes to tooth trouble? Beginning
readers will be entertained and reassured by this clever, funny twist on a dentist visit in this I
Can Read story featuring their favorite boisterous shark. The back matter also includes fun,
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bite-sized facts about shark teeth! With colorful illustrations from Guy Francis and lively text
from Bruce Hale, this Level One I Can Read is perfect for children learning to sound out words
and sentences.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “I come from a family forged by tragedies and bound by a
remarkable, unbreakable love,” Hunter Biden writes in this deeply moving memoir of addiction,
loss, and survival. When he was two years old, Hunter Biden was badly injured in a car
accident that killed his mother and baby sister. In 2015, he suffered the devastating loss of his
beloved big brother, Beau, who died of brain cancer at the age of forty-six. These hardships
were compounded by the collapse of his marriage and a years-long battle with drug and
alcohol addiction. In Beautiful Things, Hunter recounts his descent into substance abuse and
his tortuous path to sobriety. The story ends with where Hunter is today—a sober married man
with a new baby, finally able to appreciate the beautiful things in life.

It’s lunchtime and Amelia is hungry! Amelia the Shark is looking for her lunch but all of
the sea creatures she finds have a clever form of protection. The Hungry Shark
features colorful images, playful text and an kid-friendly recipe starring Amelia's favorite
food: Seaweed! This fun children's book is perfect for calm afternoons and bedtime.
George the giant, known for wearing his old patched clothes, finally buys new ones, but
then gives them away to some needy animals.
Give your young children the best start to learning English with Jamboree Storytime's
interactive, play-based approach! One of ten beautifully illustrated Readers in the
Jamboree Storytime series - the storybooks provide engaging and lively stories in
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authentic English with strong visual support. Jamboree Storytime is an exciting new
series designed to introduce the English language to children aged 3-5. It nurtures and
extends their developing awareness of stories and integrates this with language
learning, through songs, rhymes, puppets and play-based activities. The series has
been specifically developed to encourage a love of stories and reading in young
children, and to begin to introduce the English language in an accessible and enjoyable
way.
WINNER OF THE 2020 PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD FOR DEBUT NOVEL. One of
Barack Obama's Favorite Books of 2020. A finalist for the 2020 PEN/Jean Stein Book
Award. Named one of the Best Books of 2020 by the New York Times (#30), the
Guardian, the Boston Globe, Oprah Magazine, Kirkus Reviews, BBC Culture, Good
Housekeeping, LitHub, Spectrum Culture, Third Place Books, and Powell's Books.
Sharks in the Time of Saviors is a groundbreaking debut novel that folds the legends of
Hawaiian gods into an engrossing family saga; a story of exile and the pursuit of
salvation from Kawai Strong Washburn. “Old myths clash with new realities, love is in a
ride or die with grief, faith rubs hard against magic, and comic flips with tragic so much
they meld into something new. All told with daredevil lyricism to burn. A ferocious
debut.” —MARLON JAMES, author of Black Leopard, Red Wolf “So good it hurts and
hurts to where it heals. It is revelatory and unputdownable. Washburn is an
extraordinarily brilliant new talent.” —TOMMY ORANGE, author of There There Named
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one of the most anticipated novels for 2020 by the Guardian and Paste Magazine. One
of Book Riot’s Best Books to Give as Gifts in 2020. In 1995 Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, on a
rare family vacation, seven-year-old Nainoa Flores falls overboard a cruise ship into the
Pacific Ocean. When a shiver of sharks appears in the water, everyone fears for the
worst. But instead, Noa is gingerly delivered to his mother in the jaws of a shark,
marking his story as the stuff of legends. Nainoa’s family, struggling amidst the
collapse of the sugarcane industry, hails his rescue as a sign of favor from ancient
Hawaiian gods—a belief that appears validated after he exhibits puzzling new abilities.
But as time passes, this supposed divine favor begins to drive the family apart: Nainoa,
working now as a paramedic on the streets of Portland, struggles to fathom the full
measure of his expanding abilities; further north in Washington, his older brother Dean
hurtles into the world of elite college athletics, obsessed with wealth and fame; while in
California, risk-obsessed younger sister Kaui navigates an unforgiving academic
workload in an attempt to forge her independence from the family’s legacy. When
supernatural events revisit the Flores family in Hawai’i—with tragic consequences—they
are all forced to reckon with the bonds of family, the meaning of heritage, and the cost
of survival.
This cult classic of gonzo journalism is the best chronicle of drug-soaked, addlebrained, rollicking good times ever committed to the printed page. It is also the tale of a
long weekend road trip that has gone down in the annals of American pop culture as
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one of the strangest journeys ever undertaken. Now a major motion picture from
Universal, directed by Terry Gilliam and starring Johnny Depp and Benicio del Toro.
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet
whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted more than anything
else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a block of
pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!"
Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until his
neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette. Antonio
gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns
into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is
about the mischievous adventures of Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor
father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's literature and
has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film
but the original version full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40
illustrations.
Mark the Shark is back! And this time it's astrological! Join Mark as he travels the Solar
System a planet at a time in this fun rhyming space adventure! A shark up in Space!
That's a first! Mark the Shark! Go back to Earth!
Mr. Fish finds the courage to speak up for his friends when a shark comes to the park
and bullies them.
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Discover new and fascinating facts about the wonderful ocean species called sharks!
One of New York Times' Twelve Books for Feminist Boys and Girls! This is the story of a
woman who dared to dive, defy, discover, and inspire. This is the story of Shark Lady. One of
the best science picture books for children, Shark Lady is a must for both teachers and parents
alike! An Amazon Best Book of the Month Named a Best Children's Book of 2017 by Parents
magazine Eugenie Clark fell in love with sharks from the first moment she saw them at the
aquarium. She couldn't imagine anything more exciting than studying these graceful creatures.
But Eugenie quickly discovered that many people believed sharks to be ugly and scary—and
they didn't think women should be scientists. Determined to prove them wrong, Eugenie
devoted her life to learning about sharks. After earning several college degrees and making
countless discoveries, Eugenie wrote herself into the history of science, earning the nickname
"Shark Lady." Through her accomplishments, she taught the world that sharks were to be
admired rather than feared and that women can do anything they set their minds to. An
inspiring story by critically acclaimed zoologist Jess Keating about finding the strength to
discover truths that others aren't daring enough to see. Includes a timeline of Eugenie's life and
many fin-tastic shark facts! The perfect choice for parents looking for: Books about sharks
Inspiring nonfiction narrative books Role model books for girls and boys Kids STEM books
Learn about sharks with everyone's favorite Cat in the Hat! The Cat in the Hat dives deep in
this fascinating exploration of the world of sharks. Learn about the different types of sharks,
how we study them, and why they aren't so scary after all. Perfect for kids who love sharks and
Dr. Seuss alike, and for any kid who loves learning and science. The Cat in the Hat's Learning
Library is a nonfiction, unjacketed hardcover series that introduces beginning readers ages 5-8
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to important basic concepts. Featuring beloved characters from Dr. Seuss's The Cat in the Hat,
the Learning Library titles explore a range of topics about the world we live in and include an
index, glossary, and suggestions for further reading. “Pretty much all the stuff you need to
know is in Dr. Seuss.” –President Barack Obama
In this delightfun poem, children learn to do their part and help keep the park clean.
A brilliant board book from bestselling author-illustrator, Nick Sharratt. Lift the flaps to reveal
your favourite octopus! Will it be the Cuckoo Clocktopus, the Scary Shocktopusor maybe even
the Party Frocktopus? There's an octopusfor everyonein this fantastically colourfulsequel to the
hugely popular Elephant Wellyphant, shortlisted for theRoald Dahl Funny Prize. Now in a
handy board book editionthat's perfectfor young children. Collect them all: Elephant
Wellyphant, Moo-Cow Kung-Fu Cowand Octopus Socktopus. Reviews for Octopus Socktopus:
"My daughter laughs beginning to end" - Chemikalfaire, Toppsta "A genuinely brilliant kids
book" - Giles Knight, Goodreads "Hugely popular with the three year old. Bright, interactive,
funny." - Deborah, Goodreads "Perfect for sharing" - BookTrust
This enhanced eBook features read-along narration. Winner: CLC Seal of Approval 2017
Literary Classics Book Awards, Silver, Preschool/Early Reader Fantasy Finalist: 2017 Literary
Classics Book Awards 2017 PNBA Long-List When Ethan looks under the bed for his monster,
he finds this note instead: "So long, kid. Gotta go. Someone needs me more than you do.
–Gabe" How will Ethan ever get to sleep without his monster's familiar, comforting snorts? And
who could need Gabe more than Ethan does? Gabe must have gone to Ethan's little sister's
room! She has been climbing out of bed every night to play, and obviously needs a monster to
help her get to sleep – but not HIS monster! Ethan tries to help his sister find her own monster,
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but none are the perfect blend of cute and creepy. Just when it seems that Ethan will lose his
monster forever, an uninvited, tutu-toting little monster full of frightening fun appears. Following
in the spooky-silly tradition of I Need My Monster, here's another irresistible monster-under-thebed story with the perfect balance of giggles and shivers.
A timeless story about the special relationship between father and son. This story will be
enjoyed by fans of Love You Forever by Robert Munsch and Llama Llama Red Pajama by
Anna Dewdney. Follow one boy, his dad, and a host of animals as they encounter A SHARK
AT THE PARK.
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